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They were outcasts, the forgotten boys of Trinidad and Tobago imprisoned for violent crimes
including armed robbery and murder. They had nothing left but a wish for a better life, the feeling
that they would need an education to achieve their goals, and a desperate desire to find an
English teacher.In 2010 Debbie Jacob entered the gates of the Youth Training Centre (YTC), the
remand centre for boys in the Caribbean island of Trinidad – it would be a move that would
change her life and the lives of her young charges forever. Based on a true story, Wishing for
Wings recounts Debbie’s challenging journey of preparing seven young men for the Caribbean
Examinations Council (CXC) English Language exam.Heartbreaking but also encouraging,
Debbie’s story and those of her students, offer an unprecedented look into the lives of troubled
teens and boys in prison. The realities of the education and justice systems are brought into
sharp focus as are issues such as teaching (formal) English in a Creole speaking environment.It
is a story of challenge and triumph; of rebellion and redemption; of loss and of learning, but most
of all it is about the Power of Love. Debbie Jacob took a chance with her students, and they took
a chance with her. In the end, both teacher and students would discover just how much they had
come to need each other.Impossible to put down, Wishing for Wings captures both the fear and
the pleasure of one teacher in uncharted territory; and the hope and trust sustaining her
students. The story of their journey together will make you cry and make you smile, but most of
all, it will remind you of the enduring power of faith and love.Debbie Jacob is the Head Librarian
at the International School of Port of Spain in Trinidad and Tobago. She still teaches inmates at
the Youth Training Centre.
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barren fieldFrozen with snow.New BeginningsMiss Pope from Bishop Anstey High School East
had been calling me religiously for at least a year before I finally gave in. She wanted me to teach
CXC English language to some teenage boys and young men who desperately needed an
English teacher. None of them were attending secondary school.“You will enjoy working with
these young men,” she said. “They are respectful, eager to learn, but they can’t find anyone to
help them. Call Donna McDonald. She will arrange for you to meet them.”Miss Pope happened
to contact me on the right day. I had always argued that I could not afford any free work, but on



that day, there seemed to be something more important in this world than money.Something told
me a little community service would be good for the soul. After all, these were young men who
wanted to learn English, a subject that most boys seem to scorn these days. No one forced them
to take an English class – not even their mothers.I called Ms McDonald after I spoke to Ms Pope.
She arranged for a meeting the same day I called her, and she enlisted me in her cause
immediately. I had no time to think about what I was doing, and if the truth were known, I really
didn’t want to think about anything.I missed my daughter, Ijanaya, who had gone away to
university in the US. I needed a project to keep me busy because I didn’t want to think about the
possibility of her not coming back home to Trinidad and Tobago after she finished school. My
bull terrier, Jada, had been killed in a dog fight in my own yard, so my home no longer felt like a
sanctuary. I needed somewhere to go. I needed…something. What that something was I didn’t
know at the time.“Do you need to see my résumé?” I asked Ms McDonald.“No,” she said.“My
teacher registration number? My degrees?”“Not necessary,” she said.“By the way, I have
degrees in anthropology and education; a certificate in library science – but I don’t have any
degree in English,” I said. “I taught English for 16 years, but that really came out of my
background in journalism.”The more I spoke, the worse I thought I sounded.“Doesn’t matter,”
said Ms McDonald. “The only thing I ask is that you stay. Don’t quit on them. They can’t take
that. They’ve been waiting a long time for an English teacher.” On October 16, 2010, I held my
first class. I was scared. I had never taught a CXC English language course before, and I didn’t
relish the notion that I might let these young men down.Twenty-seven guys showed up for my
assessment to determine who qualified for a CXC level class. None were nerds. They were
tough boys – at least on the outside. They came from different communities, mostly poor and
rough – the places that the police raid regularly even when there is no curfew.Only one boy
stood out from the sea of serious faces: Jahmai, with his mouth full of gold teeth that he flashed
when he smiled. The rest just looked nervous, aloof or puzzled. I wondered what they were
thinking. They had only one question for me: “Where are you from, Miss?”“The States,” I said,
“but I have lived here for 28 years.”They looked like they didn’t know what to think about that, and
I certainly didn’t know what to say to them.I had no textbooks yet, but I knew how the class must
begin so I handed out and read a passage from A Moveable Feast by Ernest Hemingway: “…
sometimes when I was starting a new story and I could not get going, I would stand and look out
over the roofs of Paris and think, ‘Do not worry. You have always written before and you will write
now. All you have to do is write one true sentence. Write the truest sentence you know.’”No one
smiled; everyone seemed to ponder Hemingway’s advice or maybe they were just thinking about
how weird I seemed.And then I gave them their assessment. My students, who had been sitting
like perfect statues, now began to slump, fidget and flash worried frowns. You could cut the
tension with a knife as I walked around the room glancing at what they wrote. Most of the
students could write basic sentences, but as far as grammar goes, they didn’t know how to
identify nouns, verbs or any other parts of speech. As they settled to write one true sentence,
many students pointed to notes they had written on the bottom of their papers.Some whispered



the message as I passed:“Please, Miss, tell me what you want me to do. I’ll do anything you
want. Don’t leave us. We’ve waited a long time to find an English teacher.”That first class, I knew,
might just have been an English teacher’s dream. My students didn’t waste a minute of class
time. They were sponges soaking up knowledge. There would be hurdles – like the emotional
distance between us – but at least they were willing to learn.We agreed to meet from 4:00 p.m. to
7:00 p.m. every Saturday evening and from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Sundays because they
wanted to sit the CXC English exam in May. “That will be trying a t’ing,” I said, “because it’s two
years of work we’ll have to cram into eight months.”“We’ll do it, Miss,” they assured.That made
me feel a twinge of sadness because I knew that meant I’d have to weed out the weak students
who could not keep up with the pace.Who would I choose for this class? All of these teenagers
and young men were united in their zeal to learn. They were determined to fight against the odds
and the stereotypes that defined them and get passes in English.Nothing had come easily to
these boys in their lives. I knew – indeed I still know – that they are about as far removed from my
world, and probably yours, as they could possibly be. What I didn’t know at that time, is that they
would teach me more than I could ever teach them.All I could teach them was grammar and how
to write an essay. All I could prepare them for was an exam – an exam that in my mind meant
little in the scheme of things if you were measuring the real importance of life: a good job,
happiness, a purpose in life. But that exam meant everything in the world to them.They looked to
me for help, and why not? Most of the answers I had for life had come out of some book so they
must have assumed I had enough book sense to teach them. All of their answers could be found
on the street in places that we don’t want to acknowledge let alone face because their streets
force us to face the unknown. When I reached home that first night after class, I read their
assessments. I couldn’t get over the paragraphs they had written about what animals they would
choose to be. I thought they would all say lions or tigers – something fierce – but most of them
said birds because they could soar above their lives – soar above the problems of Trinidad and
Tobago and the world.If they could look down on the world like a bird, they felt sure they would
find it beautiful. Some students wanted to be dogs because they’re loyal. And then there was
Olton, a weak writer, who had dropped out of school in Form One. He wrote about why he
wanted to be a turtle, and that answer blew me away.I swallowed hard and tried not to cry. I spent
the next week gathering the strength to go back to teach again in the Youth Training Centre
(YTC) – a euphemism for Trinidad and Tobago’s boys’ prison.I Wish...All the way to YTC, I kept
stealing glances at the brown envelope on the seat next to me. That envelope held my students’
assessments from the first day of class. Instead of opting for some formal assessment of these
students who had volunteered for a CXC English language class, I had made up my own, which I
hoped would offer some clues about how much they knew about language – especially
grammar, syntax and basic writing structure.On my way to teach my second class, I felt
confused. Ms McDonald had said, “You have to narrow that number of students down to the
ones who could do CXC. You can’t keep all 27 of those boys. Cut that class at least in half.”“No
problem,” I promised. I thought the assessment I gave these boys would help me make a clear



decision about which students should remain in the class, but the assessment made the
problem worse. Olton impressed me with the most creative answer to the animal question. Yes,
Olton mixed up would and will like most Trinis do because would = will in Trinidadian creole, but I
could fix that.Only one student, Shawn, wrote enough to demonstrate he could argue a point.
The rest seemed to be too guarded for me to truly assess, and I feared they could not score high
enough marks on the creative writing unless they could let down their guard. “You have to make
a decision before the third class,” Ms McDonald said, “because of the deadline for signing them
up for the exam.”I had to get a feel for these distant teenagers – lads as they are called in YTC.
Could they write an entire essay? From that paragraph I had given them to write on what animal
they wanted to be, there was only one student I knew I wanted for sure: the lad who wanted to be
a turtle.What were they feeling? I had no clue. Which students could make it through the exam?
What if I cut someone who could have passed the exam and worse yet, what if I kept lads who
couldn’t pass because I happen to be a soft touch who is swayed by emotion?Their stony
silence in class gave nothing away about these teenagers. Puzzled about what they took away
from Hemingway’s advice to write one true sentence, I only knew that exercise seemed to have
made them even more guarded or maybe they just didn’t realise that assignment was their cue
to win me over with the most creative sentences they could write.I wanted to turn around, go
back home, sit on the floor with their papers spread all around me and search a little deeper.
Maybe if I read those papers again, I would find something I had missed. Maybe it wouldn’t
seem that they were hiding more than they were revealing or maybe it wouldn’t seem that they
were throwing around religion as a shield, something to keep them out of trouble and keep them
in everyone’s good graces – including mine. They certainly had learned to play the game of
survival in YTC. There, religious jargon is more powerful than bullets, and that, I would have to
address. I wanted real feelings and real expression – not religious platitudes.“What’s with all the
God talk?” I asked as we settled into that second class.They all watched me. “I mean, I believe in
God. I’m as religious as anyone else, but putting God in every sentence you write or speak is not
going to get you a CXC pass.”  I could almost hear them breathe. Stony silence once again.

New BeginningsMiss Pope from Bishop Anstey High School East had been calling me
religiously for at least a year before I finally gave in. She wanted me to teach CXC English
language to some teenage boys and young men who desperately needed an English teacher.
None of them were attending secondary school.“You will enjoy working with these young men,”
she said. “They are respectful, eager to learn, but they can’t find anyone to help them. Call
Donna McDonald. She will arrange for you to meet them.”Miss Pope happened to contact me on
the right day. I had always argued that I could not afford any free work, but on that day, there
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arranged for a meeting the same day I called her, and she enlisted me in her cause immediately.
I had no time to think about what I was doing, and if the truth were known, I really didn’t want to
think about anything.I missed my daughter, Ijanaya, who had gone away to university in the US.
I needed a project to keep me busy because I didn’t want to think about the possibility of her not
coming back home to Trinidad and Tobago after she finished school. My bull terrier, Jada, had
been killed in a dog fight in my own yard, so my home no longer felt like a sanctuary. I needed
somewhere to go. I needed…something. What that something was I didn’t know at the time.“Do
you need to see my résumé?” I asked Ms McDonald.“No,” she said.“My teacher registration
number? My degrees?”“Not necessary,” she said.“By the way, I have degrees in anthropology
and education; a certificate in library science – but I don’t have any degree in English,” I said. “I
taught English for 16 years, but that really came out of my background in journalism.”The more I
spoke, the worse I thought I sounded.“Doesn’t matter,” said Ms McDonald. “The only thing I ask
is that you stay. Don’t quit on them. They can’t take that. They’ve been waiting a long time for an
English teacher.” On October 16, 2010, I held my first class. I was scared. I had never taught a
CXC English language course before, and I didn’t relish the notion that I might let these young
men down.Twenty-seven guys showed up for my assessment to determine who qualified for a
CXC level class. None were nerds. They were tough boys – at least on the outside. They came
from different communities, mostly poor and rough – the places that the police raid regularly
even when there is no curfew.Only one boy stood out from the sea of serious faces: Jahmai, with
his mouth full of gold teeth that he flashed when he smiled. The rest just looked nervous, aloof or
puzzled. I wondered what they were thinking. They had only one question for me: “Where are
you from, Miss?”“The States,” I said, “but I have lived here for 28 years.”They looked like they
didn’t know what to think about that, and I certainly didn’t know what to say to them.I had no
textbooks yet, but I knew how the class must begin so I handed out and read a passage from A
Moveable Feast by Ernest Hemingway: “…sometimes when I was starting a new story and I
could not get going, I would stand and look out over the roofs of Paris and think, ‘Do not worry.
You have always written before and you will write now. All you have to do is write one true
sentence. Write the truest sentence you know.’”No one smiled; everyone seemed to ponder
Hemingway’s advice or maybe they were just thinking about how weird I seemed.And then I
gave them their assessment. My students, who had been sitting like perfect statues, now began
to slump, fidget and flash worried frowns. You could cut the tension with a knife as I walked
around the room glancing at what they wrote. Most of the students could write basic sentences,
but as far as grammar goes, they didn’t know how to identify nouns, verbs or any other parts of
speech. As they settled to write one true sentence, many students pointed to notes they had
written on the bottom of their papers.Some whispered the message as I passed:“Please, Miss,
tell me what you want me to do. I’ll do anything you want. Don’t leave us. We’ve waited a long
time to find an English teacher.”That first class, I knew, might just have been an English teacher’s
dream. My students didn’t waste a minute of class time. They were sponges soaking up
knowledge. There would be hurdles – like the emotional distance between us – but at least they



were willing to learn.We agreed to meet from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. every Saturday evening and
from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Sundays because they wanted to sit the CXC English exam in
May. “That will be trying a t’ing,” I said, “because it’s two years of work we’ll have to cram into
eight months.”“We’ll do it, Miss,” they assured.That made me feel a twinge of sadness because I
knew that meant I’d have to weed out the weak students who could not keep up with the
pace.Who would I choose for this class? All of these teenagers and young men were united in
their zeal to learn. They were determined to fight against the odds and the stereotypes that
defined them and get passes in English.Nothing had come easily to these boys in their lives. I
knew – indeed I still know – that they are about as far removed from my world, and probably
yours, as they could possibly be. What I didn’t know at that time, is that they would teach me
more than I could ever teach them.All I could teach them was grammar and how to write an
essay. All I could prepare them for was an exam – an exam that in my mind meant little in the
scheme of things if you were measuring the real importance of life: a good job, happiness, a
purpose in life. But that exam meant everything in the world to them.They looked to me for help,
and why not? Most of the answers I had for life had come out of some book so they must have
assumed I had enough book sense to teach them. All of their answers could be found on the
street in places that we don’t want to acknowledge let alone face because their streets force us
to face the unknown. When I reached home that first night after class, I read their assessments. I
couldn’t get over the paragraphs they had written about what animals they would choose to be. I
thought they would all say lions or tigers – something fierce – but most of them said birds
because they could soar above their lives – soar above the problems of Trinidad and Tobago
and the world.If they could look down on the world like a bird, they felt sure they would find it
beautiful. Some students wanted to be dogs because they’re loyal. And then there was Olton, a
weak writer, who had dropped out of school in Form One. He wrote about why he wanted to be a
turtle, and that answer blew me away.I swallowed hard and tried not to cry. I spent the next week
gathering the strength to go back to teach again in the Youth Training Centre (YTC) – a
euphemism for Trinidad and Tobago’s boys’ prison.I Wish...All the way to YTC, I kept stealing
glances at the brown envelope on the seat next to me. That envelope held my students’
assessments from the first day of class. Instead of opting for some formal assessment of these
students who had volunteered for a CXC English language class, I had made up my own, which I
hoped would offer some clues about how much they knew about language – especially
grammar, syntax and basic writing structure.On my way to teach my second class, I felt
confused. Ms McDonald had said, “You have to narrow that number of students down to the
ones who could do CXC. You can’t keep all 27 of those boys. Cut that class at least in half.”“No
problem,” I promised. I thought the assessment I gave these boys would help me make a clear
decision about which students should remain in the class, but the assessment made the
problem worse. Olton impressed me with the most creative answer to the animal question. Yes,
Olton mixed up would and will like most Trinis do because would = will in Trinidadian creole, but I
could fix that.Only one student, Shawn, wrote enough to demonstrate he could argue a point.



The rest seemed to be too guarded for me to truly assess, and I feared they could not score high
enough marks on the creative writing unless they could let down their guard. “You have to make
a decision before the third class,” Ms McDonald said, “because of the deadline for signing them
up for the exam.”I had to get a feel for these distant teenagers – lads as they are called in YTC.
Could they write an entire essay? From that paragraph I had given them to write on what animal
they wanted to be, there was only one student I knew I wanted for sure: the lad who wanted to be
a turtle.What were they feeling? I had no clue. Which students could make it through the exam?
What if I cut someone who could have passed the exam and worse yet, what if I kept lads who
couldn’t pass because I happen to be a soft touch who is swayed by emotion?Their stony
silence in class gave nothing away about these teenagers. Puzzled about what they took away
from Hemingway’s advice to write one true sentence, I only knew that exercise seemed to have
made them even more guarded or maybe they just didn’t realise that assignment was their cue
to win me over with the most creative sentences they could write.I wanted to turn around, go
back home, sit on the floor with their papers spread all around me and search a little deeper.
Maybe if I read those papers again, I would find something I had missed. Maybe it wouldn’t
seem that they were hiding more than they were revealing or maybe it wouldn’t seem that they
were throwing around religion as a shield, something to keep them out of trouble and keep them
in everyone’s good graces – including mine. They certainly had learned to play the game of
survival in YTC. There, religious jargon is more powerful than bullets, and that, I would have to
address. I wanted real feelings and real expression – not religious platitudes.“What’s with all the
God talk?” I asked as we settled into that second class.They all watched me. “I mean, I believe in
God. I’m as religious as anyone else, but putting God in every sentence you write or speak is not
going to get you a CXC pass.” I could almost hear them breathe. Stony silence once again.That
night, after the second class, I went back to the drawing board. I tossed all the possibilities
around in my mind. One by one I tried to match faces with papers. Still, no one besides Shawn
and Olton had emerged from the pack so I read every paper yet again, this time facing the fact
I’d have to release those whose writing I could barely decipher. Still, I had many possibilities:1.
Jahmai, 18Presently I now understand my true purpose here at YTC. Before I was lost in the
world of wrong-doing but thanks to God and the teachings of my adopted brother I’m on the path
to understanding my purpose in this present life.I would like to be a dog mainly because I believe
a dog’s life is far from boring. It is also true that he has to face hardship but he is always
victorious.I would not only like to take this class but to pass this class because it is a necessity
for me to acquire this subject to progress in my further studies, to acquire my profession of
choice.One true sentence: I enjoy and feel comfortable around my language teacher.2. Olton I’m
respectful and honest, and I like to have fun.I will like to be a turtle because I don’t want to die at
20 or 30. I want to live to be a thousand years old because I will like to see the different children
who will meet on this earth when I’m gone.The reason why I am taking this class is because I
want to be better in life when I go back outside and also I want to hold on to a good job and show
everybody I’m a different person.One true sentence: I am hurt on the inside and happy on the



outside and plenty people don’t know that but they will know in timing.3. JR, 18I like to read. I
have a high self-esteem and self control, most importantly I believe that there is a God.I will love
to be a bird, any kind, once I can fly. Just thinking about it makes me want to live like it looking
down and sharing the view and breeze. I have a problem with speaking not only that but
analysing questions. In today’s society you must be able to explain yourself while conversing
and to be understood.Nicolla, that is her name, and I love her but not more than my mother.
That sentence is true because for me it came from my heart.4. MarcMy real name is Sydney
Marc Friday. I am named after my mother. I enjoy writing anything – music, stories, speeches,
anything. I spent six years in England from age four to ten and despite my many mistakes I
believe in me. I also have to work on my handwriting.I would like to be a robin. It’s a brown bird
with red chest. I do not have any special reason for liking this bird but I find that it’s rare and
unique.I would like to become a musical artiste because there are many things you could do with
words. I simply enjoy reading and writing and learning how to go even deeper is like eating ice
cream and cake.One true sentence: I will feel proud of myself when I complete this exam.5.
Daniel I have plenty respect for people that is how I grew up. I come from a good home. I love
to put my best in what I do. I love to pray and to talk about god and I play rugby and football. I
am 18 years old. I left school from Form 4. I would love to be content.I will like to be a dog a dog
have four feet it is short it have eyes, mouth, nose, brain, and it can run fast and it gets on bad for
its right and I will like to be that animal because it have understanding and it is a man best friend
and it is very good to be around and it thinks just like a man.I want to take this class because I
always like this subject and it can help me in life but I will need help in this class please help me
in this class.One true sentence: I enjoy my class today.6. Shawn My name is Shawn. I am 18
years old. In almost all the situations I find myself in I know right from wrong but still choose to
do wrong things. I like football and I am good at football. This is not only mines but others
people’s opinion. I am a lover of money. I don’t encourage violence and I am always reluctant to
fright or harm someone but know how to hurt somebody and I do hurt people if I see fit. I don’t
believe it but it best describes me in situations. I get nervous if I have to talk in front of a crowd. I
like reading books but only found that out when I got incarcerated. I am also able to get
comfortable in almost any situation.I would like to be an eagle because of its flying ability, which
makes it very portable in a short space of time also because an eagle always does the hunting.
Eagles are never made preys.I would like to take this class because I know that I have the ability.
Also because at the time I was incarcerated I was in Form 5 in a good school so I was kind of
interrupted. Also because I have a plan accomplishing maths is part of that so I have the chance
to do part of my plans from in here I will accept the start.One true sentence: Consequences of
contrary actions are inevitable but many times the benefits of those same actions may last
forever.7. BrandonI am 17 years of age. I love to read and do mathematics. I am a very hard-
working person. I am a footballer and a cricketer. I love to cook and bake as well. I am a certified
electrician.If I could be a lion I would be the king of the jungle and any other animal would be
scared of me.I want to take this class to better my speaking and my choice of words to better my



reading and writing and my vocabulary. One true sentence: I talk to a lot of people today.8.
SamI am fun to be around because I love sports and I love to play. I am good with kids, big and
small. And I love your class.I would like to be a bird. I like this because I had been asking to do
English for one year so I am happy you came.True sentence: My name is Sam and I love
football. This is a sentence because it has a verb and a noun.9. BD I am 17 years old. My
favourite colour is purple and I loved to play football. In the next five years after achieving my
CXC passing I would like to be playing national football.I would choose an eagle because it is
the only bird that flies so high and can stay flying for a long time. That’s just how I am. I have a
lot of endurance and I see myself at a higher level than everybody. I would love to be part of this
class because I love to read and write and would love to learn more about it. So I include myself
in this class to be certified in English.One true sentence: I am a very strong boy.10. Peter My
hobby is football and cricket. I am kind and fair. (Did not choose an animal) I want to take this
class because I want to be somebody in life and to my understanding if you want to be
somebody in life you have to get an education.One true sentence: I love football.11. Jason I
love to take a stroll in the park on evenings. I love ice cream. I love good friends who look out for
you. I love God. I love English. I love football. I love fruits. I love animals. I would like to be an
eagle. I would like to be that animal because I want to soar above all obstacles.I want to take
this class because I love English and I would like to learn more.I love football. It is true because I
don’t love if for the sport but love it from my heart.12. Kan (Wrote nothing about himself) I would
choose to be a “dog” because of the freedom it has.I want to take this class because it is my best
subject and I never got to do it in school because I got locked up. One true sentence: I love
football. It is true because I play that sport.13. KSI am 19 years. I love English but at times I get
frustrated while doing it.I choose to be a lion because of the powerful paws on the way it strides
through the jungle and hunts down its prey.I want to take this class because I want to learn more
about English and achieve a certificate for doing it.One true sentence: I want to be a scholar
because being a scholar could help me get a good job.14. JWI am a footballer for YTC and I
used to play with fire out in the free world. I also like women lots of women. And finally I like to
pray.I would like to be a lion because it is the most respectful animal in the jungle and it is
fearless and NO animal disrespects the lion.Because I am willing to do English and I will like to
complete the English so I can get passes and achieve something very good. If I put my mind I
can pass in Jesus name I could pass.One true sentence: I like to be honest because I like
people to be honest.15. VaughnI am 19. I enjoy doing art work, playing basketball and
swimming. I also like meeting new people and making friends.A lion is very quiet and fast, full of
patience. And very powerful. I would like to be a lion because I’ll feel very soft.This class might
help me to better my reading and spelling also it might better me on my return into society.Write
one true sentence: I enjoy being in classes.16. TS I love cooking, cycling, playing football,
school and family.I would like to be an eagle because God made them kings of the sky because
they have wings to fly and they rule over all birds in the sky.The reason why I had joined the
class is because I wanted to know how it feels to do CXC English because I had no time to do it



on the outside.The first time I came to YTC I had an infection in my left knee and I had to go for
an operation to take it out, and I was successful doing it. It is true because I can tell a story
about it.17. LalMy name is Lal and I am 18 years old. I have some goals in life. The first one is I
would like to be an electrician and number two is I would to be a great football player and I would
like to be a motivational speaker to help people. But first and foremost I must become a
changed person so that I can be able to change people.I do not have an animal I would like to be
because God made me somebody special and I would like to be myself so that I can help people
for that greater good.I want to take this class because I would like to show people that I am not
illiterate and prove to myself that I can be somebody and I will like to go back there with
something rather than nothing.One true sentence: I believe in God and this is true because God
said who so ever believe in me shall not perish but have everlasting life.18. AshtonAshton is a
very nice person to those who really get to know him. I must admit that I am a bit of a challenge
managing my anger. However I have been successfully dealing with it.Given the opportunity to
choose which animal I could be, I would certainly choose a lion. It’s fast, larger than most
animals in its kingdom, determined at getting what its eyes are on, and it’s king in its kingdom.I
am really interested in being in this class because for many years I have run from English and
Maths classes, and now that I realise my need to be educated I’m now ready to face it.One true
sentence: I love humans.Fifteen of the original 27 students wanted to be birds, I noted as I
whittled away at the list. I managed to get the class down to 19 students because of the
assessment. Eight students – most of whom wanted to be birds – needed serious remedial help
at an elementary school level, as most of the lads do in YTC. That’s why there’s an elementary
school, but no real secondary school. These eight students would not be ready for secondary
school for some time. There just aren’t more than a dozen young men between the ages of 15
and 18 who are truly at a secondary school level academically speaking. I know it is unfair to
keep students who need remedial help, but still it’s painful to let go of boys who are begging for a
chance. In the quiet of the pitch-black night, I curled up on the couch and listened to my two
pitbulls, Rambo and Duchess, snoring away.I still had to cut more students and I had no idea
how to decide which students could remain in class. Maybe I can figure out a way to keep 17
students, I thought. Maybe I can persuade Ms McDonald. Then came the sinking feeling: If I did
keep 17, I would have to figure out how to buy textbooks for all of those students. I thought:
Where am I going to find the money for that?The Forgotten Boys of TrinidadI lost Jahmai by my
third week of teaching CXC English language at YTC. “Jahmai won’t be back until further notice,
but he sent work for you. He’s in lockdown for fighting,” the boys in my class said. (Lockdown is
the YTC equivalent of solitary confinement.)I knew I would not miss Jahmai. I had him pegged as
the one boy who might give me trouble in class because of the way he muttered inaudible
comments through his mouth full of gold teeth. When I say a mouth full of gold teeth, I mean
every single tooth. For me, Jahmai’s absence meant one less student I had to think about
cutting from my class that was already too large. I was willing to write him off, and if I had
succeeded in doing that, it would have been the biggest mistake I made that year.The week



Jahmai vanished from class I learned what it meant to be humble as Louis Moore, the guidance
counselor in my school, sent out an e-mail asking teachers if they would like to help me buy
textbooks. I managed to buy textbooks for all 17 students in my class and other supplies as well.
Over time, those teachers’ generosity – along with the kindheartedness of parents, principals
and students – would add up to over $15,000 worth of textbooks and novels for my students. I
had never felt that level of community spirit and my community of supporters would only grow
over the next year.My students accepted their books like boys getting new toy planes. They
carefully placed their books on the corners of their desks and then put a hand on top of their
books as though they were preventing them from flying away. Every time they glanced at their
books they smiled. I guessed that books were special because a sign on the front gate warns
there is a $1,000 fine for bringing books into YTC. That is to prevent inappropriate reading
material from entering the facility.That was the good news. The bad news was the deadline
looming over my head. I had to submit names for the CXC English language exam by October. I
tried to submit everyone’s name. “That can’t happen,” said Ms McDonald, the guard in charge
of post primary school classes. Ms McDonald insisted one name had to be on that list:
Jahmai. “Don’t forget Jahmai,” she said. I had planned to leave Jahmai off the list. “Write him
encouraging notes. He’s a boy who’s always in trouble, but there is something very likeable
about him,” said Ms McDonald.Jahmai couldn’t walk five steps without getting in a fight, but Ms
McDonald was determined to save Jahmai. She would not give up on Jahmai. In time, I too
would see Jahmai’s great gifts. He would keep me going through my toughest times when I
would secretly sob myself to sleep after Saturday night classes. For two months, I taught Jahmai
in lockdown where he had spent the better part of two years. We never saw each other or spoke
to each other while Jahmai stayed in lockdown. He sent essays through classmates – and a
message not to send him any more dog books. Every time he came out, he managed to get into
another fight. Back inside he would go.Each essay Jahmai wrote had the most delicate and
exquisite handwriting I had ever seen. Every assignment looked like a work of art with
impeccable penmanship, clear and easy to read. His handwriting seemed somehow to help his
thoughts to flow across the paper. I looked forward to Jahmai’s work just to see his handwriting.
Jahmai had so many interesting thoughts. Jahmai began to send notes at the bottom of his
essays. The first read, “Miss, I am always so angry, and I don’t know why.”“Read,” I wrote back to
him, “and write. You will find people in books who share your struggles. Writing will help you to
find the answers you’re looking for in life.” Jahmai turned in many book reviews. He followed all
my instructions – without ever seeing me – and quickly cleaned up minor problems he had with
structure and writing. I only had to tell him what to do once. He never made the same mistake
twice.He read Miguel Street by V.S. Naipaul; classics like The Lost World by Jules Verne, King
Solomon’s Mines by H. Rider Hagard, Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte and the Iliad by Homer.
He loved Greek mythology and Water for Elephants by Sarah Gruen would turn out to be one of
his favourite books.I soon realised Jahmai might just be one of the smartest boys I had ever
taught, and I desperately wanted him back in my class.Every week I asked, “Did Jahmai get out



of lockdown?” Ms McDonald would say, “Yes, but as soon as he got out, he got in a fight again.”
One day after I left class, I spotted Jahmai in a group of boys being taken back to their
dorms.He beamed that golden smile, but this time it seemed warm and kind – not flippant or
sarcastic. He seemed to be glad to see me.“Jahmai,” I called, “Do what you have to do to get
back into class. Do you know what that is?” I asked.“Yes, Miss,” he smiled and then shuffled off.
All those gold teeth I thought. They seemed to gleam even in the dim light.Jahmai in
LockdownAs I tried to make the class even smaller, I worked as hard as I could every Saturday
and Sunday night to keep Jahmai, who was still confined to lockdown. The irony didn’t escape
me. There I was agonising over how to keep a student who couldn’t be in class, while some of
the students sitting in front of me every Saturday would have to be cut. I wrote a letter to
Jahmai.Dear Jahmai,I am anxiously waiting for the day that you return to class. You have a place
here in our class, and I am not giving it up. In the meantime, keep doing your homework, please,
and keep reading.The more you read, the better. It will help to build the comprehension and
analytical skills you need to do well on the exam.Study the grammar book I gave you all to share
in your dorms, and work on your vocabulary. I’m giving you my copy of The Odious Ogre by
Norton Juster and Jules Feiffer. It’s a children’s book, but it has really good vocabulary
words. Make sure you understand subject/verb agreement, parallel structure, and subject/
pronoun agreement – anything you can study from that reference book.Do any exercises you
can in your textbook and I will mark them for you. I am sending some classics for you. Read
them for pleasure and then to build your vocabulary. Study them for writing skills. I am sure that
you can handle classics, that’s why I’m sending them.Keep sending your work, Jahmai, and
write, write, write. Write essays about the books you’re reading. Analyse characters.Write about
yourself too. It will help you to understand things about yourself that are below the surface and
you might not realise. Write poetry. Write anything.There is a way for things to change. You’re
bright, and you will figure it out. I really believe that.Sincerely,MissJahmai answered my letter
with two book reports. He rewrote them, corrected the grammatical errors I pointed out and
played with punctuation in a sophisticated way. Months later, I discovered the real meaning of
those book reports for Jahmai.Book Report: TsotsiBy Athol Fugard Tsotsi is a story about faith
and hardship. As well as the name of the book, Tsotsi was the main character’s name. Tsotsi was
faced with one of the most unbearable troubles of life, financial trouble. He was forced to live a
today for today life, also he had to live by himself because he had no family. To survive he chose
a life of crime because he was not a social person and he was uneducated. Faith finally struck
him when he met Boston also when he was forced to be the owner of a baby.Growing up from
birth to the age of ten, Tsotsi was loved and protected by his mother until one night the police
entered his home, taking away all his hope, his mother. There on after he was adopted by a
street gang of other hopeless cases like himself. To get food these boys would go around
begging. As Tsotsi grew older, he changed from gang to gang until he started forming his own
gang. By this time he had committed murder, rape and robbery, becoming amazingly feared in
his community.Boston was a member of Tsotsi’s last gang. He was extremely well educated and



he allowed nothing to stop him from speaking his mind. Tsotsi, not being one made of a lot of
conversation, was angered by Boston’s comments and questions about his life mainly because
he did not know the answers to them. The day had come when Tsotsi had taken enough: Boston
was making comment after comment about him, causing memories of Tstosi’s beloved past to
be triggered.
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Judith Young, “This book should be used in schools as a recommended book for Literature. The
Inner Wheel Club of St Augustine, under the presidency of Elizabeth Schoeller visited the Youth
Training Centre. I was part of the team who wanted to find out about their library for young men.
During our visit, we were shocked to learn that there was no active library. It was kept locked and
the books were scattered and the room very musty. Imagine they were receiving donations of
books from someone at the University of the West Indies and basic reading material could not
be found.Our Club, Inner Wheel Club of St Augustine rallied together to outfit their library. During
the process, we met young men who were eager to have a book to read One young man even
wrote a poem on a sheet of paper. We spend a few hours with these young men and although
we were touched but for a brief moment, I always wondered what will happen to these young
men.This book has a special place in my heart because Debbie Jacobs did not spend a few
hours with them but a year and more helping them to become educated. The author did not
make herself a hero. Her style was to tell the story of young men long forgotten. By their family…
by a system and even within themselves. You taught these young men how to dream again and
believe nothing is impossible. I have never met Debbie Jacobs personally but I want to say that
she is a remarkable warrior. Bravo Ms Jacobs!!”

Ijanayajacob, “excellent!!. This book is not only inspirational but heart warming and educational
as well. You can learn a lot from these boys who have, against all odds, risen ubove the poverty
and the criminal environment they were exposed to. They allowed their teacher, DebbieJacob, to
penetrate the facade of their tough exterior to expose the wonderful boys they are
inside.Wishing for Wings exposes us to the real social problems of not only the country it is set
in but for all countries, where youths who commit crimes are usually not given a chance to
redeem the childhood they lost to the streets. It addresses the social circumstances that
sanction the epidemic of youth crime, and shows us a way to help these boys learn about their
feelings, and how to express them.Debbie Jacob shows us that love, faith and education allows
our boys future to take flight.”

Ricker Winsor, “Wishing for Wings!. In Debbie Jacob’s fine book, Wishing for Wings, I learned
that “the lads” we so easily dismiss in our minds, the lads we hope to avoid knowing in our lives,
are a lot smarter and more sensitive and more human than we knew. And how would we know
because to know them would mean breaking out of our selfishness and our comfort zone and
reaching out. And that is exactly what Debbie Jacob did. She broke out of her normal good life
and broke into jail. What she found surprised her and us too. It is easy to feel what this
experience meant to “Miss” but to her credit Debbie Jacob wrote her story with a lot of restraint
and objectivity, concentrating on the progress of her jailed students as they move toward “a
pass” in English. And as one begins to sense the potential of these young men, one can become



angry at a society that has not provided a way for them into the main stream. The letters of
support to these almost, but not quite forgotten students written by teachers at the International
School of Port of Spain brought me to tears and particularly the one written by Debbie Jacob’s
daughter, Igeneia. What wonderful people are all around us and how very few of them we
actually know. My hope is that this book will encourage all of us to look outside ourselves for
some good we can do in this world.”

Billy Elm, “An altruistic teacher finds talent in her pupils in prison.. Wishing for Wings is the story
of Ms. Jacob's experiences of teaching boys in prison. While most of us would shy away from
such an undertaking, she did everything in her power to help 'her' boys, seeing them through to
their English exams and beyond. Over time she found out why they were in prison - some of
them should not have been there at all. She includes samples of their writing, which demonstrate
mastery of writing and maturity of ideas far beyond what we would expect from such individuals.
Thank you, Ms. Jacob, for sharing your story with us, and including your fears and perceived
failures as well as your successes. She is donating the proceeds of this book to a fund for
tertiary education for these boys. Please support her.”

Latin lady, “Couldn't put down your book. I am a teacher .... Couldn't put down your book. I am a
teacher so I felt the pain but was also encouraged to keep on engaging our youth. Thanks so
much for sharing!”

ATS, “A fascinating reading that you alway cary with you. Loved this book. I never been to the
Caribbean islands but by reading this book I feel as I have lived there and have experienced the
culture for a long time. A captivating story about young men in low point of their lives but with a
great passion for survival and success. Author is very creative and is a beacon of hope for so
many young people that have nothing but heir hope and imagination for a new life. A
heartwarming reading. I highly recommend this book. Massud -Dallas”

Lee, “Bravo!. I am as proud of Debbie Jacob and her boys as I am ashamed of The Government
and Justice System of Trinidad and Tobago. Thank you, Debbie, for sharing your struggles and
triumphs as well as those of your students. The oil rich country of Trinidad and Tobago has
squandered its greatest asset - their young people, especially their poor young people. People
like Debbie Jacob and her students represent hope for a community than has very little.”

Doris, “good and very interesting. es ist immer wieder interessant, hinter die kulissen zu blicken,
und diesen einblick verschafft debbie jacobs mit ihrem buch hervorragend!”

The book by Debbie Jacob has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 21 people have provided feedback.
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